The Director of National Agricultural Development Company “Nadec” projects in the Sudan Ali Algsham, announced that Nadec has allocated 1.5 Saudi Riyals to invest in agriculture and food processing in the Sudan in an area of 150 thousand acres in North Kordofan state west central of the Sudan. The first vice president of the Sudan Bakri Hassan Salih has opened the first phase of the project.

Algsham said that the project started in sixty thousand acres planted with wheat and feed and it was successful, he alluded that Nadec will extend the agro-processing.

Algsham confirmed that the opportunity to success in agricultural investment in the Sudan is Incalculable, he expected that Nadec will achieve in a short time a great return of transferring its capitals to and from the Sudan, particularly after banks began remittances following lifting of the American sanctions against the Sudan.
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